
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction 
My name is MntGrl, I am connected to a Security Team in Nevada. I have been invited to give                   
some Guidelines/Preparations on assessing your Security Needs. The Security World in not just             
the logistical aspects, part of it is the Major Life Change coming. Security is more than Logistics.                 
We live in a World right now where there is Freedom. While Security will allow us certain                 
Freedoms there are also freedoms that  we will need to make an adjustment to.  
 
There is an Emotional Impact to this Transition to a new Lifestyle. Many times when we have                 
huge life changes we will be changing our lifestyles very soon. We run into the issue of people                  
who in our past may or may not have presented themselves as a threat, we thought they                 
wouldn’t be a threat and now they come back. This is part of the Emotional aspect of Security,                  
having to revisit them and determine whether or not they are a threat to us or those closest to                   
us. 
 
With what is coming in the RV, there is more potential of the harm directed not to us but to our                     
loved ones and this becomes an extremely emotional issue. We all want to be able to live a free                   
open life but we are going to be in a transition that is not always possible and so realistically we                    
need to be looking at those. If you have children that are young, whether your children are                 
grown and they are out on their own and they have children, these all become liabilities for us.                  
We need to sit down and realistically examine the potential needs. I created a Primer “Where to                 
Start”.  Please review and assess for where you will be in a year. It is a good Starting Point.  
 
Security can be very emotional. Right now if you want to go to the store you can just do that. In                     
the Security World we are not going to be able to do that. We aren’t going to be able to just get                      
in our cars and go places depending upon your level of impact with the Projects you will be                  
doing. It’s important to start grasping that. As an Adult we have Freedoms. We will not be able                  
to have that anymore. In the Security Realm the Freedom to be spontaneous is not available.                
You used to be able to decide to go on vacation in 2 weeks and pick a spot and go. That’s not                      
always going to be the case because in the world of Security depending upon your Risk Profile.                 
All of that may need to be planned, what routes will be taken, where you will go, which places                   
will you stay in, all of which will need to be vetted in advance of travelling. This is all dependent                    
upon your level of involvement in your Projects. It depends on your Publicity. One of the key                 
things is the furthest you can separate yourself from your RV, from what you have received, the                 
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creation of Layers - the safer you and yours are going to be. For example if you have a Trust                    
and your Trust owns your Corporation and that Corporation owns the Corporation you have then               
you have been able to layer yourself three times from actual direct contact. That helps you. So                 
in thinking about Security you need to separate yourself as best you can. For some people their                 
Projects wont allow them to do that. This is where you need to implement the more Security.                 
You may need to have more people with you but you need to think about those you love, that                   
are most connected to you. Your...Best Friend...your Board. These people are highly connected             
to you and you need to think about the impacts to them as well. Security is much more intricate                   
than personal protection. The impact is Emotional upon you, the impact is Emotional upon all of                
those around you.  
 
What we are headed into is the Transition Phase, the first six months. We are learning about                 
them, they are learning about us, we won’t know what we need straight out of the Gate. When                  
we look at the Emotional Part of Security it is an EyeOpener. I am not just changing my life, I am                     
changing my children’s lives. Children can have very active lives and some activities they will               
not be able to do anymore. Security changes the lives of people around you, children,               
grandchildren and they will be introduced to this Post RV. You may have people who are                
connected to you every step of the way or you may have those who aren’t. You may have                  
Family members who just aren’t in this right now. A key thing is how to approach your Family                  
who may or may not want to be a part of this.  
 
It is a lifestyle change, the freedoms you had, the life you had, the things you did and what you                    
know. Everything changes for yourself, your children, friends and you have to look at their               
lifestyles as well as your own. Children highly involved in sports and after school activities and                
there is a level of threat that comes with that. How impactful is that upon their lives? Do they                   
need to change schools? Go to a Private School that is monitored? Security on a personal and                 
physical level is important but there are emotional impacts that people are not aware of, or the                 
degree to which this impacts family that come with Security. Be Emotionally ready. Depression              
can come from this. Being prepared for that. To sit down and seriously assess the impacts                
knowing you will impact your life and those closest to you. They are the ones who would most                  
likely receive threats and you will give everything for them. In this Realm, with RVing, the                
greatest threat will most likely be their kidnapping. People and the things they can get a hold of                  
that mean the most to us, that which is intricate to what we do and they will be leveraged. When                    
you think about Security you must think about the impact to yourself and others around you as                 
you plan in advance considering the emotional impacts for everyone.  
 
For Projects where you are not seen, for those families your threat is not as great. For those in                   
the Public Eye your threat is higher, even great and the threat is not just against you. Sit down,                   
write out, list out your family, friends, important people and how you would like to keep them                 
secure. It’s more about the people around us.  
 
Look at where your Projects will be Local in your State, National and International. In looking at                 
Security it is important to know if you will want their Services Nationally or Internationally. Does                
that Company have a Legal License to provide you service there? Every State is different.               
Review State Licensing for your Local Board as each State is different. You can search the                
Company Name and see if they are Licensed. This is how you ensure the Company you                
choose is able to go wherever you go,where you need protection. With regard to International               
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Travel not all Countries abide by the same rules. More specifically, you need to ensure the                
Company you choose can operate in the Cities, Provs/States of those Countries. This is part of                
the Interviewing Process. You ask them if they can work where your Projects/Travel is and who                
they subContract too as they would have vetted them. 

Local 
Based on your previous guidance, I was able to locate some companies on the internet               
that meet my security needs. Other than reviewing their websites, and eventually            
interviewing them, what other steps should I take to vet the companies? 
 
The next step would be to verify, with your state (or states you need them in). This is fairly                   
simple. Go to your State’s Licensing Board for Professionals. They should be registered. Simply              
search their name. The next step can be a bit time consuming but well worth it in the long run.                    
This too can be achieved by an internet search. Most websites list the founders or top                
management of the company. Search them, find out where or what they are connected too.               
Focus on the Top 4: Founders, CEO, COO, CFO. 
 
I'll be traveling a great deal. I was thinking about hiring pairs men and women so as to                  
not attract extra attention from the public. 
Amazing idea definitely ask and talk to Security Company about your needs. There are also               
PlainsClothes  and they are designed to blend in. You want these people to blend in. 
 
Are we already being Targeted? Are there are people waiting to come after us? I thought                
if we separated ourselves from wealth we would not be Targets 
Yes and No. They don’t know you specifically. When you go to RC do not tell people where you                   
are going. Fly under the Radar, get in as quickly and as fast as you can. From the moment                   
you drive to the RC you need to look at everyone on the street as Watchers, people on the                   
street might not be good persons. This is the new Reality of the World we will be living in.  
 
It is highly suggested when you call in you take advantage of Security offers. They are trained to                  
keep you safe. Keeping yourself separated from Projects is great but ideally from the moment               
we call the 800s are Risks change. We need to be situationally aware - look at people and their                   
behaviours. You go into a Store and some is by the door and they are still there when you                   
leave, ask yourself why are they there? If you feel something is not right you need to follow your                   
instincts. The Security Team’s job is to evaluate the situation. Until you have a Team, you                
need to be aware and question it, act to protect yourself.  
 

Children 
My questions are regarding the safety of my kiddos. I have a nearly 2 year old and a 4                   
year old. Are there any resources you can forward to me regarding Nanny/Au Pair type               
services? I’d ideally like to hire someone who can be with us 24/7, so that my little ones                  
are extremely comfortable and if I need to be away for a meeting or something, I know                 
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they are safe. Also, any advice for when they are school aged? Things I should start to                 
think about?  
 
Until children are School Age there are good Security companies available that offer Au Pair               
services. A good Au Pair company will be trained with Security Protocols. Vetting an Au Pair                
service on your own can be quite intricate. When you interview with your Security Company ask                
them who they have vetted. Most of us will be considered High Profiled Principals. Bigger               
Security Companies will have vetted the Company and the individual; it is suggested that it is                
better not to use smaller Local Companies as the level of security is not there.  
 
Highly, highly recommends that your Security Company should vet every Service, every            
Contractor, every person that provides Service to you. Such as Cleaners, Lawn Maintenance,             
Repairs all should be vetted. You don’t call your AT&T for a repair. You notify your Security                 
Company/Detail your are having communication problems and they make the arrangements.           
Your Liaison may be a House Manager - someone from Security who buffers you from direct                
contact and runs everything through Security Protocols. It is the responsibility of the Security              
Company/Detail to vet companies and individuals coming into the property for their Low to High               
Profile Clients. 

Scrubbing / Cyber Security 
As for “scrubbing” (removing someone from the internet) The first part starts with you. This is                
removing yourself and family from the Internet and Social Media.Step away as much as              
possible from social media. REMOVE YOUR PICTURES!!! Especially any of your children.            
Don’t allow your children to post pictures either.  
 
Dinar Recaps has listed step by step instructions. Start now. Take Down Pictures. Start              
eliminating your presence of being identified, you, your Family, Kids. It is hugely important you               
do this. 
 
The CEO of Dell Computers was on vacation and he had really scrubbed himself from Social                
Media. He had really put effort into removing anything that would make them a threat. His                
Daughter unfortunately took a selfie of herself and little brother having a great time and               
unbeknownst to her the sign of the Hotel they were staying at in the background. There were 3                  
attempts on the children’s lives that occurred right afterwards. Through the amazing efforts of              
their Security Team there were not kidnapped, they were not taken. Just from one picture that                
she did not perceive as a threat she put herself and her Brother at risk. This is Family Impact.                   
She was just a Teen having fun and wanted to show her friends and created a risk for herself,                   
her Brother and Family. They are only alive because of their Security company. Not saying               
don’t use Social Media but so limit what you share ie going to your place of vacation. This is                   
part of the Reality we are Transitioning into. You need to separate yourself but limit what you tell                  
people. Implement and Act now to keep yourself safe. 
 
Where can we find a reliable trustworthy company to erase us from the web?  
The Security Company will scrub for you and they get stuff hackers go after however they                
employ Hackers to wipe the information. You won’t be able to vet their Hackers. For Cyber                
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Security look at the services they list, the most intrusive they are the more specialized people                
they have to not only wash and scrub but they will continue to do that for you. Say you                   
inadvertently post something or perhaps you are unaware that a friend posts a photo of you at                 
dinner so the Security Company removes it so those things are not found/seen.The takeaway              
should also be, after the initial scrub, that you need the Security Company to continue to do                 
this. Look for that as well.  
 
Scrubbing From Credit Unions. Collection Agencies? 
Security Company will scrub after Debts are cleared/settled. Some instances can’t be scrubbed             
because of Homeland or FBI issues but the Security Company will do a pretty good job                
removing you as best they can. You must do your own Due Diligence first.     - 

International 
I expect notoriety within the country that we will be doing our project in - small country,                 
visible project, my husband is already somewhat famous there. I am most concerned for              
our safety there but because it is small, I could find no security companies that listed it                 
as an area they service. I would imagine that I will have to ask each company about their                  
willingness to work there. Is there anything else I should look for or do? 
Look at the Country’s Security Set-up. It may not be the willingness that is the issue, but that the                   
Country doesn’t allow outside companies. Companies frankly may not be able to operate there.              
That being said a company may be able to SubContract to a Local Company or have a Contract                  
with a Personal Provider there. Let your main Company vet and provide the coverage. You will                
need to ask them about this in the interviewing process. 
 
Will our security team be able to vet countries we are going to and recommend Security                
levels for there. 
Yes typically when you hire a company you would initiate an itinerary plan then they do threat                 
assessment and give a feasibility and security analysis for travelling to those countries. 
 
I was advised that South Africa has the most extensive training in the world, I was                
advised to look at them for my Security People, Driving Protection, People with Firearms,              
Training etc. What are your thoughts? 
The way that it works Companies will work hand in hand with other Companies in other                
Countries. For example, a USA company in Europe can provide Personal Protection there but              
not Firearm or Armed Protection because there are International Laws against it so they will               
Partner with other Countries like South Africa, the UK, Italy and Greece as they have Licensed                
Operators that can be contracted to work with your Security Company/Team. You will have an               
additional Team on the ground. These Companies have been vetted thru their Country’s Law              
and are vetted by your Security Team as well. There is alot of Cooperation that happens when                 
you go Internationally. 

Security Company Guidelines 
Can you recommend/list companies for us? 
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No due to the nature of MntGrl’s business it is a direct conflict of interest for her to recommend                   
Security Companies. 
 
Are you available for hire, your company for hire Post RV? To guide us? 
Karl has created a space on the Post RV for Services under Classfieds and Karl has invited her                  
and other Trusted Members with special abilities, insights, who have expertise, experience that             
they would like to offer to the Club. They will send their contact information by DM to Karl and                   
he will post. 
 
Yes MntGrl’s Company is available, once we get thru the RV they will be expanding their                
operation Nationally and Internationally. Currently operating in the State of Nevada and State of              
California and will be expanding as a much broader source after the RV. There are some things                 
they can do Nationally and some things they can only do in those States currently at this time.                  
MntGrl’s post in Classified will go up after the RV. 
 
You do want to ensure the Security Company you choose will have the Resources and               
ManPower to provide Services to you where you need it. Currently her Company has enough to                
safely secure the Clients they have. Once the RV happens they will be able to expand                
Nationally and Internationally. 
 
What Monetary Level involves Hiring a Security Company? 
The Security Company will ask what do you need and then what is your net worth to assess                  
your risk. They do not need to know where your money comes from. There are different                
breakdowns, different levels of Risk/Profiles. MntGrl estimates we will be in the High Risk,              
possibly the Top Level of Risk because of the monies we will be receiving. It also depends upon                  
your Role - are you the Founder of a Company that is controversial? If so your Risk is                  
exceptionally high. Are you the CEO? COO? CFO? Or have you distanced yourself three layers               
and become a Director instead? It depends on the Projects you are looking at. How Public is                 
your Profile? 
 
Do wealth mgmt companies have the ability to guide toward security? Or is that              
something we need to secure on our own? I understood they would be there to help with                 
all kinds of things.  I can see this as being something outside of their services 
Yes some Wealth Mgmt Companies can help guide you into a direction however they tend to                
only guide locally. Unless they are a Big Security Company they may not have the ability to                 
meet all of your needs. Do your Due Diligence on and use them to affirm your research. Use                  
them to affirm your research to give you confidence you have gone in the right direction.  
 
Our projects are all related to children and women who are homeless, been abused, etc.               
and may be under state care. So we will have HUGE liability in protecting them as well as                  
our organization. They will be living on our property. Any ideas what we should look at                
in addition to personal security. 
Of course you will have a huge liability in protecting them through your Organization. You will                
need to look at partnering with your Security Company depending upon the level of what has                
happened with them. For things like Spousal Protection the level of Security you have you may                
have enough people on the property, if not you will need to ensure the Company is willing to                  
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cooperate and work with local Police and State Agencies as you will need to work hand in hand                  
together. 
 
How do we vet the Security Company for its Integrity and each Person they send for an                 
Assignment? 
Start with an internet search of the Founder, CEO, COO, and CFO vet and verify their Public                 
Info, if they served Military info, review newspapers. Where are they based? Look at              
Foundations they contribute to, are they actually contributing? They are High Profile People they              
are out there as a way of promoting their businesses. When you know them on this level, how                  
do you feel about them? Does this company fit what you are doing? They will become family,                 
living in our house on our property. Make sure you are secure with that. For Individuals on                 
Assignment you can request a Dossier they can provide to you. Most have that ability. Teams                
cycle in and out, they need a break too, need to see their families. Ask them Qs get to know                    
them and if uncomfortable let the Security Company know and request a change. This is a                
critical emotional aspect and be secure with them .  
 
They will take a bullet for you, that’s their job to lay their life down for you and your family, where                     
you sit fundamentally, emotionally and spiritually this is hard to understand but this person is               
literally giving their life for yours. When you understand and come to terms with this it makes                 
their job easier, its a Call to Service. We are walking our Call, they are too. It is a Calling just                     
like the Military. They are drawn to perform this Service.They stand in the way of any threat that                  
comes to our lives and family. They will literally give their lives for us. 
 
How much to pay for each Security Specialist? 
Every Company is different. You are paying the Company not an Individual. Most do not do ala                 
carte and offer Packages. Depending upon what you are asking them to do Services can run                
$10K/Mon to $250K/mon depending upon what is needed. Are they local? Just providing             
Surveillance? Are you Travelling? Travelling costs more because you have more people with             
you and the Vetting has to be different. 
 
Should we have Female Operators for our Wives to make the Wives feel more              
comfortable? 
This is a Personal Choice. How does your Wife interact? Women Operators are just as strong,                
just as agile, just as mean as the men; it mostly depends upon personal comfort choice. Keep                 
in mind sizes. Ensure Female/Male Operator is able to handle the role physically - meaning they                
must be able to turn around and lift the Principal. If your Wife is more comfortable with a                  
Woman do go with a Female Operator. Keep things as comfortable as possible. Children              
sometimes respond better to Women than to Men, not always but sometimes. Comfort is              
emotional and physical. 

Phones 
Secure phone service? Types of phones which are inherently more secure? 
Most really great Secure Cell Phone services are coming out of Europe and UK, we do have                 
some in the USA.  For types of Phones Apples are among the most secure phones. 
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Ensure your Provider cannot just hand over your phone for anything. This secures you and the                
people around you. The bigger Security Companies can provide secure services thru their             
companies. If not they have vetted and Partnered with another Company and will have Service               
Agreements and can guide you. 
 
Is a Sat Phone more secure? 
Typically Yes, a Sat Phone is more secure. They do need to run thru a secure server, tend to                   
be military grade and depending on your location they tend to be more reliable as well as                 
secure. Cell tower services doesn’t play into that. 

Firearms and Vaults 
Should people get firearms training as well and have a safe room made in our homes? 
Firearms training is a personal choice if you are comfortable, by all means go ahead however if                 
you are not don’t. If you are not 100% comfortable you become a liability to your Security                 
Team. Remember you have a Team for that. It is a very last resort for you to fire. Do take                    
evasive self defense so you have Situational Awareness. They will also offer self defense              
training. You will get training from some of the best. Part of being comfortable is getting training                 
so if you need to you can act. It’s great exercise. Even if it is against your nature you should                    
have Firearm Education. Teach kids self defense, it builds confidence and helps them protect              
themselves. 
 
How do we find a trustworthy company to build our safe/vault rooms?. I think my biggest                
concern is can I trust the people we find and how can we make sure they are                 
trustworthy?  
MntGrl is a Fan of Safe Rooms. They can save your life if there is a Breach. When it comes to                     
building Vaults and Security Systems, don’t use a Local Contractor. While they are great, most               
often these plans have to be submitted to County/City Planning and becomes Public Record. It               
is much safer to go with a bigger in size local company. The downside is that not all Companies                   
advertise this. The bigger Companies in your area should provide this service or tell you of a                 
reliable person locally who can. Most often Companies have specialized contacts with contacts             
that have been vetted especially for this. They have essentially done the work of vetting for you                 
in this arena. Their name is on the line. Do get your name off your house. There is Protection,                   
Security created by Layering. When Plans have to filed on your behalf your name is not put into                  
the Public Realm. Some will use a House Manager, this is a Person from the Security Company.                 
They are the contact not you. They handle making the arrangements for things you need like                
maintenance, repairs, construction, so you are not seen by Contractors and everything is             
handled thru Security Protocols. 

MntGrl’s Background 
This is her family’s company. She has helped in the Emotional Transition thru the RV Process.                
Husband and his brother have over 37yrs in law enforcement and close to 37yrs of Military in                 
both the Private and Public sector so together they have played in this arena for over 37 yrs.                  
Her contribution is the transitioning, helping people prepare for what is coming down the line,               
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helping them to learn the questions to ask, helping and guiding them . She handles the                
emotional aspect of the company 

Conclusion 
Thank you, thank you all so very much! This has been an Honour to answer your Questions and                  
I’m hoping to help give you guidance and more to think about. I am very happy to provide                  
guidance to help people through this transition period and into a new glorious lifestyle but also                
the emotional aspects the parts that people don’t really know about. There is a downside to                
Security. The downside is of course what we go through emotionally and while we have been                
given such a great Blessing and great Gift and depending upon capital investments we’re also               
given amazing amounts of responsibility. Not just for ourselves but those closest to us, who we                
would do anything for, we would literally give everything, even our lives for. Unfortunately we               
live in a World where everyone is not honest, not above board. There are people who would                 
want to harm us and take things from us. The emotional aspects of that can be very hard. The                   
realities of are there threats against me now? In the life you have now do you have a disgruntled                   
ex-spouse? A Girlfriend or Boyfriend that would make threats against you? People in your              
Professional Life, people if given the chance people who would take you to the cleaners. Even                
though settled and gone they may resurface, they are still a reality when your life changes. If I                  
have been helpful to you in any way I am very grateful for that. I hope you all have an amazing                     
day! I am open to any questions you may have about this Process. Thank you Karl, hopefully                 
we can do this again soon. 
 
Karl: On behalf of our new Club I would like to thank you MntGrl for an amazing Presentation of                   
things we need to think about and it was very well attended. We appreciate everyone coming                
and we will be doing more of this kind of thing. I will post the recording and I thank all of you for                       
coming. Thank you especially MntGrl for putting on a truly wonderful Presentation.  
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